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Todd Cholmondeley One-Hour Race 

At Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course  
August 4, 2018 

Supplemental Regulations Sanction # 18-E-5861-S 

1. Entry: Deadline for entry is 9:00 AM, Saturday, August 4, 2017. Entries can be made with your regular entry or at Registration 

when you arrive (there is no late fee). Entries will be accepted up to the track limit (65 cars), and then standby entries will be 

accepted. 

2. Vehicle Eligibility:  The race is open to SCCA SFR, SRF3, Improved Touring (ITA, ITB, ITC, ITE, ITR, ITS, IT7), Touring (T3, T4), STL, 

SM5, B-Spec, and Spec Miata. 

3. The car must have participated in the race group’s Saturday morning qualification session to be gridded for the one-hour race. 

Grid position will be determined by the fastest qualifying time in the Saturday morning qualification session. Unqualified cars will be 

started at the rear of the grid. 

 Registration and the Chief of Timing/Scoring, with the cooperation of the drivers, will resolve duplicate car numbers. 

 Number reassignment will be based on the entry that was received first and the ease with which the numbers on the car 

can be altered. 

 Three-digit numbers can be made by adding a “1” to the beginning of the existing number. 

4. No refueling is permitted during the one-hour race, either in the pits or the paddock. 

5. Pit stops are allowed but are not required. (NOTE: Two driver entries must understand that a pit stop to change drivers may be 

detrimental to their finishing position.) 

6. License Credit: Only one driver may receive license credit if two drivers enter in one car. Both drivers must report to the Chief 

Steward and designate which driver will receive license credit. The driver designated fr license credit must complete over one half of 

the race. 

7. Class Configuration: Cars must race in their normal class configuration. 

8. Trophy Distribution will be based on the number of entries per class. 

9. Cancellation of Event: The race officials reserve the right to cancel the one-hour race if the entries are below a minimum level or 

it schedule problems arise. If the endure is cancelled for either of these reasons, a full refund will be given to all paid entries. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------CUT HERE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ENTRY FORM:             One Hour race                                                                                                        ENTRY FEE: $50.00 (2 DRIVERS: $60) 

ENTRY DEADLINE:      9:00 AM, Saturday, August 4, 2018 

CAR NO. ___________CLASS______________MAKE/MODEL________________________COLOR______________GROUP________ 

TRANSPONDER # ______________________ 

DRIVERS: 1: __________________________________ MEMBER # ___________________ LICENSE # ______________      $50   

                  2: __________________________________ MEMBER # ___________________ LICENSE # ______________      $10   


